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We view public space as...

space that *promote:*

local **economic** activity

anti climate change and **crime** initiatives and

social, mental and **physical health**

to enhance the quality of life for **people** across all

**socio-economic** stratas,

disabilities

races and

genders

in all **areas**

residential

CBD & retail

rural & urban

informal settlements

achieve through

upstream interventions

inclusive to all

accessible
Cape Town Promenade


Between N2 and Khayelitsha


What counts as public space...?
Has COVID-19 influenced how we view public space?

- The Covid-19 Pandemic exposed **gaps** that exist in the production and creation of public spaces.
- These will need to be addressed by adopting short, medium and long term strategies.
- Public Spaces are critical to the **livelihoods** of those living urban cities. Lockdown closure negatively impacted livelihoods.
- Public spaces are also places of **business, such as street vendors**, these forced closures meant less traffic on streets and affected this economic activity.
- Public Spaces are critical to both **physical and mental health**, as places of relaxation, exercise, recreation and leisure.
- While the pandemic has forced people to distance physically, no indication of lesser **demand and need** for the use of public spaces (especially women and children, and those living with disabilities).
- The pandemic influenced limitations on **socialising, shopping, commuting to and from work**.
- This has had negative effects on mental and physical health, with countries indicating a relationship between **loneliness, social isolation, poor health resulting in heart diseases and immune dysfunctions**.
What can be learned from the story of Abdullahi Ali?

K. Landman argues that, “Enclosed neighborhoods contribute greatly to the privatization of public space and often the opportunities and facilities contained within”.

- Public Space access can become **contested issue** during times of emergencies,
- More especially for marginalized and poor communities.
- **Limited access** to public parks = Disruption
  (i.e. Jack Muller Park District Pak, Bellville)
- **Exclusivity**, also became an issue,
  (i.e. Bellville Golf Club)
- **Access** to public spaces for all.
- **Leverage Public space to Compliment ailing Infrastructure** (i.e. Hospitals)
Design Guidelines for the future Public Spaces

- Open enclosed neighbourhoods to the general public to allow all citizens to use residential streets. This reduces traffic in city roads and allows emergency services like ambulances to move and faster in lanes.

**Precedent:** Most cities like New York in the USA, New Zealand in Krakow and Warsaw in Poland, have implemented policies that reallocated outer lanes to pedestrians or bicyclists or both, (Hanzl, 2020:1). A success of this can be seen here in SA in Sea Point promenade.

- Enlarge sidewalks, in the context of SA where sidewalks, are shared between pedestrians and running of informal businesses such as selling of goods.

**Precedent:** In Vilnius, Latvia the municipality decided to enlarge sidewalks to accommodate restaurants gardens, this way people are not forced to squeeze each other onto limited pavement space, (Hanzl, 2020:2). They also started open air cafes.
To reduce informal settlements in the global south which has littles to no open spaces, governments need to start providing RDP housing that is built in the form of flats.

This allows for more open space for roads and other necessary amenities in the area.

Some city planners argue that people living in informal settlements usually have primary homes and are only living in informal settlements to have access to workplaces in the city (Charlton, 2010).

People are then supplied with homes while allowing flexibility of the space and give access to infrastructure like clean water, electricity and unpolluted land and air.

Precedent: A good global South example of this form of housing is Aranya in India, the way the area is planned ensures provision of shelter and while regulating high intensities of people needing housing. This opens spaces for roads and amenities such as parks.
Design Guidelines urban designers could consider

- **Collaborate** with the government organizations and departments
- **Encourage** the private sector to participate in public space research and development
- **Incorporating** the arts and emerging technologies.
Public Space in Africa and the Global South

a) Production, Place-making and Governance,

b) Spatial Practices, motilities and Transportation, and

c) Appropriation, Practices and Meanings (Production, Place-making and Governance)

- Discusses the negotiation of multiple interests in the production of contemporary cities,
- Concentrated around the definition of ‘public interest’ in cities
Conclusion: Public Space in Africa and the Global South

- Highlighted **social hierarchies** associated with public space.

- Insights to the **social issues** surrounding public spaces which has been brought to light by the **pandemic**

- The pandemic has **halted** many of the ways in which people **inhabit public spaces**.

- There **should be no barriers** of access to public spaces.


